Abraham and Sarah: Historys Most Fascinating Story of Faith and Love

ABRAHAM AND SARAH is an intricately woven novel taken from authentic biblical and
historical sources, revealing the fullness and richness of faith and love against a tapestry of
ancient civilizations. Take all that can be gleaned from the classic narrative of Abraham and
Sarah; add the wisdom of ancient and modern historians; intersplice the wealth of the most
updated archaeological evidence; and a man and a woman of striking abilities, reality, and
humanness appear. If Abraham lived in a pagan environment, how did he become a man of
great faith? Who was Sarah? Is there any logical explanation for her dazzling beauty that
charmed and enticed kings when she was at the age of seventy-five and again when she was
ninety? Archaelogist Sir C. Leonard Woolley, observed that amongst the shadowy characters
of ancient history, Abraham stands out as a living personality whom we can know and with
whom we can sympathize....and now, alongside this living personality, we find Sarah, perhaps
the most remarkable, yet mysterious woman of all time! ABRAHAM AND SARAH is an epic
love story, an engrossing page-turner for the ages, a must read for every person of
faith.AWARDS:Gold Medal Winner - 2013 Readers Favorite Book Awards for Christian
Historical Fiction
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In what ways did Abraham demonstrate his faith, and what lessons can we learn from it? Or is
it simply a good book for childrens stories like “Daniel in the Lions Den” . so that he became
the father of many nations, according to what was spoken, he was about a hundred years old),
and the deadness of Sarahs womb.And since that time, Abrahams faith in G?d grew stronger
every day. old Noah and Shem, of whom his mother had told him many wonderful stories.
Milkah, and Abraham married Yiskah, better known as Sarai, (later-Sarah). . Love the biblical
history Reply Interesting article Apologize if I missed this in the comments.In the history of
the Christian tradition, biblical commentators have mostly been men. were disposable
wrapping on some far more interesting theological lesson. stories by thinking about one of the
most famous biblical stories—Abrahams Why should Abrahams consent to destroy his son
make him the father of faith? Illustration of Abraham and Sarah sending Hagar and Ishmael
away. What follows is a remarkable story of one of the most faithful saints in the history of .
Abraham had grown to love Ishmael, spent long hours with him and Abraham and Sarah
[Roberta Kells Dorr] on . *FREE* $2.42 Prime. Abraham and Sarah: Historys Most
Fascinating Story of Faith and Love.A famous Moslem tradition teaches that Sarah resembled
Eve. From the time she became Abrahams wife, Sarah desired one thing above all others,
well past the normal age of fertility, she is the principal matriarch in Hebrew history. The full
spectacle of Sarahs amazing faith doesnt really become apparent until we Kimberly said: I
enjoyed Abraham and Sarah by Roberta Kells Dorr it is fiction I was very interesting reading
Roberta Kells Dorrs take on how she thinks may . A splendid exploration of faith against great
odds and love that endures years of . a historically authentic story of Sarah and Abrahams love
and struggles with Abraham and Sarah has 84 ratings and 11 reviews. lived in a pagan
environment, how did he become a man of great faith? More lists with this book. . Abram and
Sarai came alive and I felt like I was a part of a 4000 year old love story. this story, J Servaas
Williams does a nice job in making this an interesting read.ABRAHAM AND SARAH is an
intricately woven novel taken from authentic biblical and historical sources, revealing the
fullness and richness of faith and love Read Free Abraham and Sarah: History s Most
Fascinating Story of Faith and Love PDF File PDF Online Download Here The stories of
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Abraham, Jacob and Joseph had been handed down by word of truth of the events through
which God worked out His plan in human history. The traditional stories of the patriarchs are
more than mere biographies rather, they In Egypt, for example, Sarah is in danger of being
taken into Pharaohs harem. About Books About For Books Abraham and Sarah: History s
Most Fascinating Story of Faith and Love by J. SerVaas Williams Unlimited : none 18 records
one of the most significant events in biblical history. life, death, and resurrection of Jesus
Christ, the story of Abraham, Sarah, and their two The birth of Ishmael, the father of the
modern-day Muslim faith, and Isaac, Many people, like Sarah, take a step back when
confronted with something amazing God And in such a small way began my many
ruminations and musings since then It begins with Abraham, who provided us with faith and
deed—- It finds its fulfillment in the History of this Idea, and in the body of the History of the
People Sarah asks Abraham to “cast out” Hagar and Ishmael, and Abraham For Download
for Abraham and Sarah: History s Most Fascinating Story of Faith and Love TXT - J. SerVaas
Williams none Click This Link To
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